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Source London passes one million hours of charging



 1,200 charging stations
 20,000 subscribers since launch
 11,000 active subscribers
More than 130,000 individual charges in 2019

Source London, London’s leading charge point provider, is delighted to announce that the
network has now delivered over one million hours of charging to its customers. This
major milestone emphasises how integral Source London has become to London’s wider
EV infrastructure and highlights its continued commitment to supporting the Capital’s
ambition become the world’s leading low-carbon and electrically mobile city.
Operated by the Bolloré Group since September 2014, Source London has already secured
1,200 charging points across 23 Boroughs (two-thirds of London). This is only the
beginning. Source London is working tirelessly to roll out new charge points across
London to meet the requirements of its 11,000 active subscribers and is continuously in
talks with London’s Boroughs in order to expand its presence. Source London is working
closely with SSE Enterprise, who sponsor the charge point installations.
Source London continues to attract growing interest from both private customers and
professionals alike. The density and reliability of the network, with a service rate of over
98%, offers the ideal solution for electric taxi drivers who particularly appreciate the
speed of the 22kW charging points. Meanwhile, through its partnership with clean
electricity supplier SSE Business Energy, the Source London network is powered by 100%
clean and renewable energy sourced exclusively from either Wind or Hydro, meaning
zero greenhouse gasses are produced to charge the fast-growing number of electric
vehicles across London.
This market leading offering has already led to strong collaborations with the London
Electric Vehicle Company (LEVC), the leading electric taxi manufacturer and the Licensed
Private Hire Car Association (LPHCA), the trade association representing Licensed Private
Hire Operators throughout UK. In September, Source London partnered with Allstar
Business Solutions, the UK’s leading fuel management company, enabling customers of
Allstar’s new electric vehicle (EV) charging payment solution, the Allstar One Electric
card, to charge on Source London’s network.
Christophe Arnaud, Managing Director, said: “A million hours of charging is a
considerable milestone and really emphasises just how far Source London has come.
Nevertheless, there is still some way to go and Londoner’s thirst for EV infrastructure is only
growing. Source London is working tirelessly to further the roll out of our network across
the Capital as without the infrastructure to support them, EV’s simply cannot flourish.”
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About Source London
Source London is London’s largest charging network with smart charge points available
on-street across London. Our mission is to deliver a smart and sustainable EV
infrastructure whilst encouraging EV uptake across London. All Source London charge
points are powered with clean energy from either wind or hydropower, meaning zero
greenhouse gasses are produced to charge the fast-growing number of electric vehicles
across London.
Source London currently has 1,200 charge points on-street allowing users to park and
charge on London’s streets simultaneously. Users of the network can also book a point at
their preferred location in advance to facilitate their journey.
https://www.bluesystems.ai/smartmobility/charging-networks/

